1.African migrants are braving a new route to Europe. But old
perils remain. 6 June. Now, there is a surge in the number of
those passing through Morocco bound instead for Spain, with
more than 8,250 arriving there by sea in the first five months of
this year. At least 240 people have died at sea this year trying to
cross to Spain, an increase of more than 400 percent from the
same period last year, according to the IOM. Washingtonpost
2.Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals Reach 33,400 in 2018;
Deaths Reach 785 6 Jun. the UN Migration Agency, reports that
33,400 migrants and refugees entered Europe by sea as of 6
June 2018. So far this month, 1,190 arrivals to Italy, Greece and
Spain have been recorded, the majority of which arrived in
Spain (47% of total European arrivals). IOM
3.USS Harry S. Truman aircraft train with Italian F-35s 06
June. US Navy pilots from Carrier Air Wing One (CVW-1),
embarked aboard USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75), are training
with the Italian Air Force in integrated flight operations taking
place from May 28 to June 7. Navaltoday
4. New York, 26th MEU Arrive in Piraeus, Greece 06 June. The
San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock ship USS New
York (LPD 21) and embarked Marines from the 26th Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) arrived in Piraeus, Greece, June 4,
2018, for scheduled maintenance and a port visit. CF6
5.US warns Ankara over Cyprus, S-400s 7 June. In yet another
sign of deteriorating relations between Ankara and the West,
the US has warned Turkey that it will not remain silent if it
harasses drillships within Cyprus’s exclusive economic zone
(EEZ). “The US cannot be silent when Turkey’s leaders curb
democratic freedoms and the rule of law, harangue Israel, and
wield rhetoric or pursue policies that unnerve Ankara’s
neighbors and [America’s] close friends and allies. Ekathimerini
6.The location of Turkey's Drill Ship FATIH 10 June. According
to www.marinetraffic.com, FATIH is currently at Anchor in
Antalya/Turkish Port in EMED, which set a sail on 31 May 2018
in order to make rig operation in the EMED.
7.Israeli Navy shoot down a drone target in gas rig attack drill
06 June.The Israeli Navy last week concluded a drill aimed at
testing its vessels’ ability to respond to an attack on one of the
country’s offshore oil and gas platforms. The drill was led by the
Haifa-based 3rd (missile boat) flotilla and joined by Sa’ar 4,5
corvette INS Kidon and Sa’ar 5 corvette INS Lahav. Two major
objectives of the exercise were to test the ships’ missile-firing
capabilities. Navaltoday
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Assessment:
As migration is like water and, thus migrants see that Libya is dangerous, then they move towards to western routes
over Morocco to Spain. The death toll is slowly but steadily in the rise.
It seems that US will remain its strong sea power given period in the MED mainly through USS Harry S. Truman Carrier
Strike Group and Landing Dock Ships with the aim of Russia’s aggressive stance in the Mediterranean Sea and supports
maritime security operations, crisis response and theater security cooperation throughout the area of operations in U.S.
6th Fleet.
Allocating the Drill Ship FATIH to EMED for deep-sea drilling operations has caused concern in the region. Nevertheless
as reported by BEHORIZON that she is stationed in EMED port to use her on alert for EMED policy by Turkey. It seems
that Turkey has been warned by EU and US right after the showy ceremony for sending off rig ship to EMED. And, until
the end of 24 June election in Turkey most probably she will be not used in maritime border dispute areas in the
Mediterranean Sea unless Turkey triggers the problem on purpose in favour of current governments' domestic policy.
(See also Report: Week 22).
On the other hand in parallel to enlarging energy exploiting points/platforms/storages in EMED, security concern upon
them which are highly vulnerable to attacks in the sea dramatically increased as well. To this end, all coastal countries
run after possible solutions and countermeasures.
Along with Imia/Kardak dispute, there have been numerous small islets and rocks in the Aegean described by Turkey
“ownership of which is not determined by international treaties (Gry islands, islets)”. Following the 1996 Crisis, Greece
has put all islands/islets which Turkey may potentially recognise as gry islands in many especially in international
programs and activities to make clear the status of them. Since 1996 first time Imia/Kardak islets has been put in the
Greek Agenda through EU's “Natura 2000 Network” and it has a high potential to warm up Aegean Waters.
The return of migrants as of 20 March 2016 to Turkey, who arrives in Greek islands is very sharply stated in EU-Turkey
Statement. The suspension of Turkey-Greece Readmission Agreement by Turkey is not to change the current execution
of the agreement on the Aegean Sea. The statement of Turkish Foreign Minister seems to be tricky word aiming to mold
public opinion for the upcoming parliamentary and presidential elections, on 24 June 2018. And what is more, taking
into account that there have been only 25 returns since entering into force of EU-Turkey Agreement, the decision of
Turkey is not a big deal for EU unless not being loosen taken measures against passage of migrants from Turkey.

8.Prokopis Pavlopoulos on Natura 2000: Greek, EU borders 04
June. President of the Greek Republic Prokopios Pavlopoulos
said at the defence ministry on Monday “The borders and
territory of Greece as borders and territory of the EU. The
‘added institutional value’ of the Natura 2000 network.” The
president underlined that all Natura 2000 regions in Greece,
irrespective of their size or whether they were inhabited, are
within Greek and EU borders.. presidency gr
9. Spokesperson of MFA TR, Mr. Hami Aksoy: “Natura 2000” 6
June. It is well known that Greece has long been exploiting EU’s
environmental programmes, primarily “Natura 2000” with
respect to the Aegean issues. Greek President Pavlopoulos has
made astatement establishing a strained relationship between
“Natura 2000” network and borders and territory. These
statements do not bear any legal effect. MFA TR
10. MFA GR to statements oover the MFA TR: Natura 06
June., “The legal status of the Aegean and, by extension,
Greece’s right to exercise its sovereign rights that derive from
international law, which certainly include the designation of
regions with protected ecosystems, cannot be disputed. Turkey
only recently officially restated its intention to “stay on course
for accession to the European Union.” It is obvious that the first
thing Turkey needs to do if it wants to succeed is to respect
international law and the European acquis.” MFA GR
11.Turkey halts readmission deal with Greece: FM Cavusoglu
07 June. Ankara has suspended its bilateral migrant readmission
deal with Greece, Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu
announced Thursday. The suspension came after Greek
authorities refused to extradite ex-Turkish soldiers who took
part in the failed coup bid in 2016 AA
12.Migrant readmission a ‘benchmark’ in visa liberalisation
08 June. European Commission spokesperson Natasha Bertaud
clarified that the decision concerned a bilateral agreement
between Greece and Turkey, not the EU-Turkey Statement.
“The bilateral protocol Cavusoglu had referred to affected
returns of irregular migrants from mainland Greece, Bertaud
noted, which could also take place under the EU-Turkey
readmission agreement. There had been only 25 returns under
the bilateral protocol in 2017 and 2018 combined. Amna
13. EU-Turkey statement, 18 March 2016 Article 1/ All new
irregular migrants crossing from Turkey into Greek islands as
from 20 March 2016 will be returned to Turkey. Turkey and
Greece, assisted by EU institutions and agencies, will take the
necessary steps and agree any necessary bilateral
arrangements, including the presence of Turkish officials on
Greek islands and Greek officials in Turkey as from 20 March
2016, to ensure liaison and thereby facilitate the smooth
functioning of these arrangements. consilium

Horn of Africa CRISIS WATCH
1.US says strike kills 27 Shabaab militants in Horn of Africa
4 June. US forces have carried out their second Horn of
Africa air strike in three days, killing another 27 Al-Shabaab
jihadists, the American military said on Monday. The latest
strike occurred on Saturday in Somaliland, about 26 miles
(42 kilometers) southwest of Bosasso port in Puntland, a
semi-autonomous region. A statement from the United
States Africa Command (AFRICOM) gave no further details of
the operation but said it was carried out in coordination with
Somalia's government. This was the 12th American strike
against the Shabaab since the beginning of the year.
nation.co.ke
2.38 Indians stranded in Yemen’s Socotra after Cyclone
Mekunu rescued by Indian Navy 3 June. Thirty eight Indians
who were stranded in Yemen’s Socotra Island due to Cyclone
Mekunu have been rescued, the Indian Navy said. The Indian
seafarers were stranded after a very Severe Cyclonic Storm
Mekenu crossed the Yemeni Island of Socotra on May 24,
and at least two Indians and five Yemenis were killed when
the cyclone hit the island. According to the Indian Navy, in
response to a distress call “The Indian Navy undertook two
aerial sorties on May 27 and 28 to search for the missing
Indians. INS Sunayna, deployed on a mission based
deployment in the Gulf of Aden was pressed into action to
evacuate the 38 Indian nationals from Socotra,” the Indian
Navy said. Thenewsminute
3.233 Ethiopian migrants repatriated from war-torn Yemen
9 June. The UN migration agency, International Organization
for Migration (IOM), announced on Wednesday that it had
repatriated 233 Ethiopian migrants over the past week from
war-torn Yemen. Ethiopian migrants in Yemen reportedly
face constant abuses by smugglers and other criminals,
including arbitrary detention and forced labor.xinhuanet
4.Iran frees four sailors held by Somali pirates during
complex intel operation 7 June. Iran's intelligence forces
have rescued four Iranian sailors from the captivity of pirates
in Somalia following a complicated operation. The sailors
Masoud Balouchi, Ahmad Balouchi, Adam Balouchi and ShirMohammad Tabezar, kidnapped three years ago in
international waters near Somalia, were welcomed by
Iranian Intelligence Minister Mahmoud Alavi in Tehran
Thursday. The Iranian Navy has been conducting anti-piracy
patrols in the Gulf of Aden since November 2008 to
safeguard maritime traffic, especially for the country's ships
and oil tankers. presstv
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Assessment:
While US efforts to neutralize terrorist activities at mainland of Africa, their support also continues to Maritime Security
incidents at sea.
Indian Navy has performed a successful rescue operations in Socotra Island, while Yemen port of Hodeldah has been the
center of action this week, where Saudi-Led coalition closed the port, on the other hand IMO achieved an highly praised
operation by saving hundreds of Ethiopians from this stretching environment. The constant abuses of smugglers and
other criminals have been showing another scene of migrant’s drama.
Iran”s move to save her sailors was a prestigious action although it was a six month delayed one. As of piracy activities,
the general assessment is that it is minimized but not totally grounded yet.
In this manner, EUNAVFOR has continued on counter-piracy activities in the region as a deterrence unit ready as
firefighters.
HMAS Warramunga, Australian naval ship in the CMF framework, has shown an admirable performance dealing with
drug smugglers at sea. The successive achievements in this area by CMF ships make us think that there should be a
reliable intelligence support in the background and dedicated executing crews at sea.

5.Modern Sea Piracy on the Decline, But Far From Dead 9
June To get an idea of what modern piracy still looks like, here’s
a sampling of the dozens of incidents reported to the ICC just
this year: Date: March 31 Location: Gulf of Aden Two skiffs
with two armed pirates in each skiff chased and closed in onto
a tanker underway. Alarm raised and crew mustered. When the
skiffs closed in to around 100m from the tanker the pirates
fired upon the tanker. The armed guards onboard the tanker
returned fire, resulting in the pirates aborting the attack and
moving away. All crew safe. Ship sustained minor damage due
to the firing. Ladders sighted in the skiffs. ICC realclearlife
6.Saudi-led coalition closes in on Yemen port city Hodeidah
Forces backed by a Saudi- led coalition are closing in on
Yemen’s Houthi-held port city Hodeidah, a coalition spokesman
said, but did not specify whether there were plans for an
assault to seize the western port, long a key target in the war.
”Hodeidah is 20 km (12.43 miles) away and operations are
continuing,” spokesman colonel Turki al-Malki said at a press
briefing in the Saudi capital Riyadh late on Monday,. Thestar
7.EU NAVFOR deterring pirates and protecting seafarers 8
June. During the past week the EU Naval Force Italian Flagship,
ITS Carlo Margottini has conducted combined counter-piracy
patrols off the coast of Somalia with surveillance support from
the Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Aircraft (MPRA) based
in Djibouti. Germany is a key contributing nation of the MPRA,
alongside Spain, creating a highly capable airborne deterrent.
EU Naval Force warships, helicopters and MPRA carry out
coordinated patrols along the Somali coast and further out to
sea on a regular basis. EUNAVFOR
8.EU NAVFOR continuing counter-piracy mission 6 June.
Whilst piracy off the coast of Somalia has been repressed it has
not gone away. The threat continues and so the need for EU
NAVFOR to be ready and capable continues. Two key
capabilities that help us do this are the Spanish Air Force P3Orion Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance Aircraft (MPRA) and
the Spanish warship ESPS Meteoro. Recently they met off the
Somali Coast and exchanged salutes.EUNAVFOR
9.Narcotic seizure success: HMAS WARRAMUNGA continues
record breaking run 6 June. Little over a week after command
of Combined Task Force 150 (CTF150) passed to a UK-led team,
Her Majesty’s Australian Ship (HMAS) Warramunga has had yet
another run of drug busts at sea, this time three busts in three
days. Warramunga has now achieved 16 drugs busts, seizing
nearly six thousand kilograms of hashish in three days as she
continues to conduct Maritime Security Operations in the
Indian Ocean. CMF

Asia Pacific CRISIS WATCH
1.Australian Task Group Arrive in Vanuatu: 8 June. Royal
Australian Task Group, oiler HMAS Success and frigate
HMAS Toowoomba, deployed as part of the Indo-Pacific
Endeavour 2018 (IPE18) program arrived in Vanuatu for
their deployment’s first port visit between 8-11 June. The
Task Group was also tasked with providing further
assistance to the government of Vanuatu in response to the
ongoing impact of volcanic activity on Ambae Island. (Naval
Today)
2.After Nigeria, 28th Chinese Naval Escort Taskforce Visits
Ghana: 5 June. The 28th Chinese naval escort taskforce
consisting of the guided-missile frigates Yancheng and
Weifang and the comprehensive supply ship Taihu, after
Nigeria visit, arrived at the Port of Tema of Ghana on June 4
for a four-day friendly visit. This is the first time for the
Chinese naval ships to visit Ghana. (Chinese Defense
Ministry)
3.U.S., India, Japan Navies Start Malabar Exercise in
Guam: 6 June. The U.S. Navy is hosting naval forces from
India and Japan in Guam for the annual Malabar Exercise,
set to start in the Philippine Sea. This is the first year Guam
is hosting the annual exercise in which participants will
practice surface and anti-submarine warfare operations,
combined carrier strike group operations, maritime patrol
and reconnaissance operations, and visit, board, search,
and seizure operations. The assets participating in Malabar
from US; USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76), USS Antietam (CG54), USS Chancellorsville (CG-62), USS Benfold (DDG-65)
and USS Mustin (DDG-89). From India; frigate INS
Sahyadri (F-49), corvette INS Kamorta (P-28) and tanker INS
Shakti (A-57). From Japan; helicopter carrier JS Ise (DDH182), destroyer JS Suzunami (DD-114), and destroyer JS
Fuyuzuki (DD-118). (USNI)
4.Russian Pacific Fleet Task Force Activities: 4 June.
Russia’s Pacific Fleet Task Force, anti-submarine warfare
ships Admiral Tributs and Admiral Vinogradov and the sea
tanker Pechenga, held joint drills with Vietnam’s Navy
during Cam Ranh/Vietnam port visit. The Task Force has
also been conducting port visit to Manila/Philippines
between 9-14 June 2018. (TASS)
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Assessment:
Indo-Pacific Endeavour has become one of the most important activities the Australian Defence Force conducts in the region.
Additionally, Royal Australian ships were also tasked to deliver more aid stores and to help make life a little bit easier for the people
who are unable to live on their land because of the volcano on Ambaeto.
Chinese Navy shows its capability as participating an exercise thousands miles away from homeport. Chinese Navy also realise
diplomatic task by visiting African countries in order to increase the relationships with these countries
The Malabar 2018 exercise represents the U.S. commitment to working with regional powers in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. As a
result of focus on the region; the US renamed the U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. Indo-Pacific Command. Chinese officials are
suspected of expressing more concern over the exercise. And Australia still suspects China pressured the Indian government to not
invite Australia.
Russia is increasing the military relationships and has been looking to boost the security aspect of its relations with several
Southeast Asian states. Vietnam and Philippines are among these states and are strategically important countries in the region.
Between 1979 and 2002, Cam Ranh Peninsula was used as logistics center - the Russian Navy’s largest base abroad- by the
Soviet/Russian Navy. At the end of 2013, Russia resumed the use of the base by its Navy and in 2014 by its Air Force. The Cam Ranh
Bay is of global strategic importance in Southeast Asia and is a place for all types of providing support for and servicing vessels of
the Pacific Fleet and other Russian fleets.
Russian Navy reviewed tactical methods of combat, engineering training issues, as well as practical shooting from all types of
small arms with the participation of 1,000 servicemen from Pacific Fleet's marine corps. In August-2017, the Russian Baltic Fleet
Marines’ drills were held with over 2,000 military personnel, 20 warships, 12 aircraft and helicopters' participation. It shows that
Russian Navy possibly conducts one big scale exercise in order of a different fleet's assets each year.
One of the aim of the East Asia Maritime Security summit is to further exchange views on maritime safety, security and disputes
with overseas experts.
The US 7th Fleet assets provide a combat-ready force that protects and defends the collective maritime interests of its allies and
partners in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region.

5.Russian Navy’s Far East Drills Include 50 Vessels: 7 June.
About 50 ships, submarines, auxiliary craft, and naval aircraft
of Russia’s Pacific Fleet take part in an exercise of the
Maritime Flotilla of All-Arms Forces, the program of which
includes an antisubmarine drill, combat firing and cruise
missile launches, the official spokesman for the Pacific Fleet
told reporters. Trainings have begun in the Sea of Japan and
the Sea of Okhotsk. The forces have anti-submarine, antiaircraft, minesweeping and landfall exercises. Shipboard
artilleries do firing at sea-based, aerial and shore-based
targets, use anti-submarine weaponry, and launch cruise
missiles at waterborne targets. (TASS)
6.Singapore, Thai Navies Stage Drill in Gulf of Thailand: 8
June. Ships from the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) and
the Royal Thai Navy (RTN) conducted bilateral exercise in the
Gulf of Thailand as part of a week-long exercise called
Singsiam and concluded June 9. As part of the exercise, the
RSN and RTN conducted gunnery live-firings, air defense and
warfare training. The two navies also executed a combined
boarding operation. (Naval Today)
7.East Asia Maritime Security & Cooperation Summit: 8
June. Between 8-10 June, East Asia Maritime Security &
Cooperation Summit has being held in India by the
participation of 52 delegates from 16 countries. The leaders
discuss on ways to strengthen regional peace, security and
prosperity among the ASEAN member countries. (ODISHA
TV)
8.US Navy Activities in Asia Pacific: 4 June. USNS Millinocket
(T-EPF 3) and embarked U.S. 7th Fleet staff Sailors and
Marines arrived in Puerto Princesa, Republic of the
Philippines June 4 as part of the U.S. 7th Fleet theater
security
cooperation
(TSC)
patrol.
5 June. The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS
Benfold (DDG 65) arrived in Santa Rita, Guam, for a regularly
scheduled
port
visit.
10 June. Servicemembers participating in Pacific Partnership
2018 (PP18) aboard Military Sealift Command hospital ship
USNS Mercy (T-AH 19) arrived Yokosuka for a port call. (C7F)

Black Sea CRISIS WATCH
1.Russia sends warships armed with Kalibr missiles to the
Black Sea 08 June. The ships Grad Sviyazhsk and Veliky Ustyug,
project 21631 (class Buyan-M), accompanied by an RB-10 raid
tugboat, made the trip along inland waterways from the
Caspian to the Black Sea. (UAWire) (https://goo.gl/fzFGAh)
2.ForMin Melescanu: Black Sea region highly sensitive, joint
action required 05 June. Foreign Minister Teodor Melescanu
said on Tuesday that the Black Sea region is highly sensitive and
that a “burden as to finding a balance of the powers in this
area” has started to spawn from its geostrategic importance.
“Historically, the Black Sea region is a point of intersection, a
point where the West meets the East and the North meets the
South. This region has been and further is an area of continuous
cooperation that requires all those here to find common
ground and it is a gateway to Central Europe. (…) He
underscored that the use of force in Georgia in 2008, Russia's
annexing the Crimean peninsula, the conflicts in Georgia and
the Republic of Moldova, and the conflict between Armenia and
Azerbaijan seriously affect security in the Black Sea region.
(stiripesurse) (https://goo.gl/DeZCjm)
3.NATO: Russia violates military balance in the Black Sea
region 06 June. Russia’s actions in the Black Sea region have
violated the zone’s military balance, NATO Deputy Assistant
Secretary General for Political Affairs James Appathurai stated,
the Agerpres agency reports. Following the annexation of the
Crimea by Russia, “a lot of military equipment was delivered to
the peninsula,” Appathurai stated. “We are seeking a
constructive dialogue with Russia and look forward to this, but
we should also ensure defense. So, NATO’s presence is
strengthened in defensive and proportional manners in the
Black Sea region.” (UAWire-NATO) (https://goo.gl/iQ7GAm)
4.How Istanbul’s man-made canal project could trigger an
arms race in the Black Sea – and why China is watching closely
3 June. The warship provision is the issue,” Oral said. “I would
be surprised if the new canal was open to warships, it would be
a serious political issue with Russia.” Currently military vessels
are limited in number, tonnage and their duration of stay in the
Black Sea. Russia will be determined to maintain those limits to
keep the Black Sea secure. However, applying the Montreux
Convention to the new canal would mean amending the
convention, a difficult legal process with its own ramifications.
Besides US and Russian interest in the region, China is also
currently spreading its wings through a network of ports and
military bases as part of its “Belt and Road Initiative” and will be
closely monitoring the situation in the Black Sea. scmp
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Assessment:
As we mentioned last week, even though Russia Defence Budget has decreased in recent years, She has been
strengthening Black Sea Fleet step by step. Russia’s annexation of Crimea had two immediate effects: Kiev stopped to
constrain Russia’s Black Sea Fleet buildup and modernization, and Russia increased the size and strength of Russia’s Black
Sea Fleet. It is highly likely that Russia will continue strengthening Black sea fleet.
While the need for an continues cooperation in the region is highlighted by Romanian officials, NATO and Ukraine
mention also the unbalancing Russian military activities at the Black Sea.
As Turkey is the biggest buyer of Russian gas after Germany, Russia and Turkey are looking for alternatives to current
pipeline, West Line and Blue Stream, since the usage of these two lines through Ukraine has diminished to 40 percent of
the capacity as a result of problems experienced between Ukraine and Russia. Thus, both sides are commenting to
promote this project.
Moreover, as rant-oriented man-made Canal project is a nice tool for domestic politics and voters, that is also a risky one
that may cause an arm race and trigger already several discussions over Montreux.

5.Russian MoD Dismisses Claims on Interception of
Russian Ship in Black Sea 8 June. The Russian Defense
Ministry called allegations about the “interception” of a
Russian missile ship by Ukraine's An-26 military transport
aircraft in the Black Sea grotesque. “The grotesque news of
an Odessa newspaper about the successful 'interception' of
a Russian combat ship in the Black Sea by a Ukrainian An26 transport aircraft means first of all that the
inexhaustible humor of Odessa natives is still alive,”
ministry spokesman Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov said.
Earlier, media reported that on June 2, the An-26 Ukrainian
military transport aircraft found a Russian ship near the
island of Zmeiny. It was alleged that after the discovery of
the Russian ship, it left the area. In early May, a Russian Su27 fighter jet has intercepted a US navy airplane in the
Baltic Sea. Sputniknews
6.TurkStream pipe-laying vessel heads to Black Sea for
operations on second line 10 June. The world's largest
offshore construction vessel, Pioneering Spirit, owned by
Swiss company Allseas, has sailed to the Black Sea from the
port of Rotterdam on Friday in order to start pipe-laying
operations for the second line of the TurkStream natural
gas pipeline. TurkStream, a Turkish-Russian joint energy
project will deliver Russian gas to Turkey via one line and
to Europe by a second line. Pioneering Spirit was expected
to come to the Black Sea in the third quarter of this year.
Therefore the earlier than expected arrival of the vessel
will accelerate the process. Pioneering Spirit completed the
pipe laying of the first line in late April. The average rate of
the deepwater pipe-laying process was 4.3 km/day. The
first line sits a couple of kilometers off Kıyıköy. Another
vessel named Lorelay owned by Allseas will bring the line
to the shore. Daily Sabah
7.Ukraine suggests real reason behind Russian navy
maneuvers in Black Sea 8 June. In the northern part of the
Black Sea, Russian missile boats have been deployed
“officially, no longer hiding,” while the true purpose of
maneuvers differs from the stated one, according to a
permanent representative of the President of Ukraine in
the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Borys Babin. “I'd like
to note that the Russian missile boats as of today, primarily
those of the so-called 41 Brigade based in Crimea, today,
officially, rather than hiding, have been deployed in the
northern Black Sea, that's according to the Russian media,”
the envoy said in the context of an earlier report on the
interception by Ukraine's Navy aviation of a Russian small
missile ship near the island of Zmiyiny. unian

Caspian Sea CRISIS WATCH
1 Southern Gas Corridor Project Opening New Long-Term
Opportunities for Europe
07 June 2018. Azerbaijan’s President Ilham Aliyev, on May 29,
officially inaugurated the first phase of his country’s longawaited flagship Southern Gas Corridor (SGC) project, through
which Caspian-basin natural gas (from the offshore Shah-Deniz
field) will be transported to Europe (Azernews, May 29). The
new project consists of several linked pipelines that pass
through Azerbaijan and Georgia (via the South Caucasus
Pipeline Expansion, or SCPX), Turkey (via the Trans-Anatolian
Pipeline, TANAP), and further through Greece, Albania and into
Italy (via the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline, TAP). In the initial
operational phase of the SGC, 6 billion cubic meters (bcm) of
natural gas will annually be transported via Turkey to Europe,
and those volumes will be increased to 10 bcm after 2020.
Reportedly, the volumes will be expanded to 31 bcm after 2026,
if additional gas compressor stations are constructed.
The inauguration of the SGC offers Baku a number of benefits
not limited to financial considerations. Notably, it is a part of
Azerbaijan’s tailored strategy to become a main regional gas
supplier and an east–west transit country. Of course, the
relatively small short-to-medium-term volumes of westernbound Azerbaijani gas will not overshadow Gazprom’s large role
on the European market. Yet, the opening of a new transitcorridor outside Russian territory (and outside Moscow’s
control) that will deliver non-Russian energy supplies
nevertheless promises to have far-reaching strategic
implications for the region. (Jamestown.org)
2. Why the West Needs Azerbaijan
06 June 2018, The five Caspian countries are considering the
issue of adopting a convention on legal status of the Caspian
Sea, which will resolve many controversial issues, including the
resource development, at a summit scheduled for August,
Russia's State Secretary and Deputy Foreign Minister Grigory
Karasin said at the State Duma of Russia on June 6, TASS
reported.
"A summit of the heads of the Caspian states is planned to be
held in August, most likely in Kazakhstan. We are seriously
preparing together with our partners to ensure that this
convention is signed at the upcoming summit," he said.
Earlier, Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev tasked to
prepare for the summit of the heads of the Caspian states, to be
held in Aktau. Earlier, the meeting was planned to be held in
Astana. (Trend.az)
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Assessment:
- The Southern Gas Corridor project is very important for Azerbaijan
because the project will provide so much benefits to Azerbaijan and will
increase Baku's role in the region. The project will also decrease the
dependency of European countries, especially the countries of
Southeastern Europe, to Russia somehow but not significantly.
As it was mentioned on the research paper published at
www.behorizon.org on 22th of May, a presidential summit of the Caspian
littoral countries is expected to be held soon this year. The convention on
the legal status of the Caspian Sea is highly likely to be signed by all the five
littorals at the summit. However, there are significant issues still on dispute
relating the Caspian Sea. One of them is the construction of trans-Caspian
pipelines carrying hydrocarbons from east to west, specifically the TransCaspian Pipeline (TCP) project, which is intended to transport natural gas
from Turkmenistan to Europe.
For so long, the Trans-Caspian Pipeline (TCP) project has been tried to be
realised by Turkmenistan to diversify its customers and similarly by the EU
to diversify its suppliers. The US has wanted the TCP to break Russo-Iranian
energy dominance and their regional political influence. And Western
energy giants have favoured it since it is the optimal east-west transfer
method for Central Asian hydrocarbons. On the other hand, Russia and
Iran have not wanted the TCP since it would result in tremendous
deterioration on their economies, on Russia’s energy dominance over the
EU and on its political influence in Central Asia. To date, they officially
based their objection on the undefined legal status of the Caspian Sea and
ecological damage the pipeline could cause.
- As we mentioned last week, Russia has been using energy card as a
weapon against western countries so that, each barrel of oil and cubic
meter of gas that Europe can buy from Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, or
Turkmenistan is a tool which may decrease dependency of EU on Russia.
The reason of Russia`s increasing capacity at Caspian sea may be a
deterrent action against Caspian Littoral countries, except Iran, who would
like implement Trans-Caspian Pipeline project. If Trans Caspian Pipeline
project would be executed, Russia would lose so much money gaining from
gas export and this would weaken it`s bargain power against West, so that
as we mentioned last week, Russia will do anything she can to make TransCaspian Pipeline Project impossible.

3. Russia’s Caspian Flotilla, Dominant at Sea, Gains New
Shore-Landing Capability
07 June 2018, As the five Caspian littoral states—Russia,
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan and Iran—move
toward an agreement on the re-division of the Caspian
Sea (see EDM, November 7, 2017), an action made
necessary by the collapse of the Soviet Union, Moscow
has strengthened its flotilla there in order to ensure that
it will remain the dominant power on that internal sea
(see EDM, November 2, 2017). But now, in what must be
a matter of concern to the other four countries, Russia’s
Caspian Flotilla has dramatically increased its ability to
project power onto land as well. Moscow may at some
point attempt to use this capability to suppress revolts on
its own territory or alternatively seek to intimidate one or
more of the other littoral states, especially those willing
to cooperate with outside powers, like Turkey and the
United States.
Obviously, this increase in capacity does not mean that
Moscow is about to attack any of the Caspian littoral
states or the facilities of third parties, such as the US in
Aktau. But its expansion and modernization program, now
supplemented by troops who have only one purpose—
engaging in landing operations—makes that a credible
threat, one that will certainly raise the political
temperature in the region and beyond. (Jamestown.org)
4. Lukoil and KazMunayGaz set a consortium to explore
Zhenis field in Caspian sea

June 5, 2018, in Astana, Chairman of the Management
Board of the National Company KazMunayGas Sauat
Mynbayev and President of PJSC Lukoil Vagit Alekperov
signed a principles agreement on Zhenis license area in
the Kazakhstani sector of the Caspian Sea, the press
service of the Ministry of Energy of the Republic of
Kazakhstan reported.
The signed agreement assumes the parties will set a
consortium and hold negotiations with the competent
agencies of the Republic of Kazakhstan to obtain subsoil
use rights for the area agreed, the statement
said. (Kaztag.kz)

